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We present some necessary and sufficient conditions for a frame multiresolution
analysis (FMRA) to admit a frame wavelet whose dyadic dilations and integer
translates generate a frame for L2.R/ and propose a construction of a wavelet, if it
exists, which reduces to the classical orthonormal wavelet in the case of orthonormal
multiresolution analysis. We also show that there always exists a frame for the detail
space W0 of a frame MRA consisting of the integer translates of two functions and
give an explicit construction of them.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, Benedetto and Li proposed the theory of frame multiresolution analysis
(FMRA) [1], which is a direct generalization of the (orthonormal) multiresolution analysis
(MRA) of Mallat [10], in anticipation of applying the theory to narrow band signals. Their
paper [1] develops FMRA theory and contains some interesting applications to signal
analysis. In contrast to a classical MRA in which the translates of a scaling function are
required to be an orthonormal basis or a Riesz basis of their closed linear span, an FMRA
may or may not have a singly generated wavelet (see Example 2.4 in Section 2). One of
their main results is a sufficient condition for the existence of a wavelet associated with an
FMRA [1, Theorem 5.6 and Remark 5.7 (c)].
In this paper we completely characterize those FMRAs that admit a singly generated
wavelet and give an explicit construction for a wavelet associated with an FMRA, if it
admits a wavelet. The construction reduces to the classical orthonormal wavelet in the
case of an orthonormal MRA. We also show that there always exists a frame for the detail
space W0 of a frame MRA consisting of the integer translates of two functions and give
an explicit construction of them. Our main result is summarized in Theorems 3.6 and 3.9.
In fact, we show that the sufficient condition in [1] is essentially necessary. The sufficient
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condition of Benedetto and Li is, in our terms, Condition (2) of Theorem 3.6 in Section 3
with some additional conditions, which turn out to be redundant. The characterization is
based on shift-invariant subspace theory, developed by de Boor et al. [3] and Ron and
Shen [11], which we briefly review in Section 2. Section 3 consists of the statement and
proof of our main theorem.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we present some definitions and preliminary results that will be used later
in this paper.
LetH denote a separable Hilbert space overC. A sequence of vectors ffkgk2Z is a frame
forH if there exist positive numbers A and B such that for any f 2H
Akf k2 
X
n2N
jhf;fkij2  Bkf k2;
and it is a Riesz basis if it is complete (total) and if there exist positive numbers A and B
such that for any c 2 ‘2.Z/
A
X
k2Z
jc.k/j2 
∥∥∥∥X
k2Z
c.k/fk
∥∥∥∥2  BX
k2Z
jc.k/j2:
For various properties of frames and Riesz bases we refer to [5, 8].
We use the following form of the Fourier transform: for f 2 L2.R/\L1.R/, .Ff /.t/ VD
Of .t/ VD RR f .x/e−2itx dx , and extend F to a unitary operator from L2.R/ onto L2.R/.
We let T VD fe2ix :−1=2  x  1=2g be the unit circle which will be identified with
T−1=2;1=2U. The following two unitary operators occur frequently in our discussion. For
any t 2R, the translation Tt : L2.R/! L2.R/ is defined via Ttf .x/ VD f .x − t/, and the
dyadic dilation D: L2.R/!L2.R/ is defined via Df .x/ VD p2f .2x/.
The definition of FMRA of Benedetto and Li is what follows:
DEFINITION 2.1. .fVkgk2Z; ’/ is said to be an FMRA if each Vk is a closed subspace
of L2.R/ and ’ 2 V0 such that:
(1) Vk  VkC1; k 2 Z;
(2) SV k D L2.R/; TVk D f0g;
(3) D.Vk/D VkC1; k 2 Z;
(4) T1.V0/D V0;
(5) fTk’ : k 2 Zg is a frame for V0:
An MRA is an FMRA in which the term “frame” is replaced by “orthonormal basis”
in Condition (5). ’ is called the scaling function of the FMRA. Since ’ 2 V1, and
fDTk’ : k 2 Zg is a frame for V1, there exists c 2 ‘2.Z/ such that ’ DPk2Z c.k/DTk’.
Hence, by taking the Fourier transform of both sides, we have O’.x/D 1=p2m.x=2/ O’.x=2/,
where m.x/ VDPk2Z c.k/e−2ikx 2 L2.T/. m is called a two-scale relation filter. This m
is, in general, not unique, since fDTk’ : k 2 Zg is only a frame for V1, not a Riesz basis
for V1.
The most important merit of an MRA is its association with wavelets. That is, if
.fVj gj2Z; ’/ is an MRA, then there exists a wavelet  2 W0 VD V1 	 V0 such that
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fTk : k 2 Zg is an orthonormal basis of W0, so that fDjTk : j; k 2 Zg is an orthonormal
basis of L2.R/ [5, Theorem 5.1.1], where Dj denotes the j -fold composition of D.
Suppose, on the other hand, that .fVj gj2Z; ’/ is an FMRA. If there exists a wavelet
 2W0 VD V1 	 V0 such that fTk : k 2 Zg is a frame for W0, then it is easy to see that
fDjTk : j; k 2 Zg is a frame of L2.R/ [1, Theorem 5.11], and the usual subband filter
associated with the FMRA can be constructed. The only feature that lacks in an FMRA is
the automatic existence of a wavelet  2W0. Unfortunately, there is an FMRA that does
not admit a wavelet. See Example 2.4 at the end of this section.
The construction of an FMRA is relatively easy. The following proposition provides a
sufficient condition on a scaling function ’ for an FMRA [1, Theorem 4.6].
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose ’ 2 L2.R/, and let Vj VD spanfDjTk’gk . Then .fVj g; ’/
is an FMRA if:
(1) j O’j is bounded away from zero a.e. on a neighborhood of zero;
(2) fTk’g is a frame for V0; and
(3) there exists m 2 L2.T/ such that O’.x/D 1=p2m.x=2/ O’.x=2/.
We now present briefly the theory of shift-invariant subspaces developed in [3, 11]
which will be used heavily in the next section. A closed subspace S of L2.R/ is said to be
shift-invariant if Tkf 2 S for any f 2 S and k 2 Z. Let 8  L2.R/. Then S VD S.8/ VD
spanfTk’ :’ 2 8; k 2 Zg is clearly shift-invariant. If 8 is a singleton, S is said to be a
principal shift-invariant (PSI) subspace, and if 8 is finite, then S is said to be a finitely
generated shift-invariant (FSI) subspace. From now on, we assume that 8 is finite. The
length of S is defined to be minf#8 :S D S.8/; 8 L2.R/g, where #8means the number
of elements of 8. For f 2 L2.R/, let Ofkx VD . Of .x − k//k2Z, which is in ‘2.Z/ a.e. x 2 T.
For x 2 T, let JS.x/ VD spanf O’kx :’ 28g. Then we have the following characterization of
S D S.8/ [3, Result 1.5 and Proposition 3.1].
PROPOSITION 2.3. S D ff 2 L2.R/ : Ofkx 2 JS.x/ a.e. x 2 Tg.
The spectrum of S is defined by .S/ VD fx 2 T : dimJS.x/ > 0g. Note that the
spectrum is defined modulo measure zero sets. In what follows, all sets are defined modulo
Lebesgue measure zero sets. It is established that the spectrum of a shift-invariant space is
independent of the generators [3]. The results of shift-invariant subspace theory we need
are the following theorems.
THEOREM A. Let ’ 2 L2.R/, and let S VD S.f’g/. Then fTk’ : k 2 Zg is a frame for S
if and only if Pk2Z j O’.x − k/j2 is essentially bounded away from zero and bounded above
a.e. on .S/.
Proof. This has been proved by several authors by using different methods. For
instance, [3, Theorem 2.16], [11, Corollary 2.2.6], [1, Theorem 3.4], [6], [9, Theorem A.3],
and [4, Theorem 2.2].
THEOREM B. Let 8 VD f’1; ’2; : : : ; ’ng  L2.R/; G.x/ VD .Pk2Z O’i.x − k/ O’j .x −
k//1i;jn; C.x/ be the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of G.x/, and 3.x/ be the largest
eigenvalue of G.x/ for x 2 T. Then fTk’i : k 2 Z; 1  i  ng is a frame for its closed
linear span if and only if 3.x/ is essentially bounded above on T and C.x/ is essentially
bounded away from zero on .S.8//.
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Proof. See Theorem 2.3.6 of [11].
For any A L2.R/ and any x 2 T let OAkx VD f Ofkx :f 2Ag.
THEOREM C. Let S be a shift-invariant space and S1 be a shift-invariant subspace
of S. Then S2 VD S 	 S1 is also shift-invariant, and for a.e. x 2 T OSkx D OS1kx  OS2kx .
Proof. See Corollary 3.4 of [3].
THEOREM D. Given any FSI space S, there exists a finite subset 9  S whose
corresponding integer translates form a frame for S.
Proof. See Corollary 2.3.8 of [11].
We close this section with an example of an FMRA that does not admit a wavelet.
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let O’.x/ D T−a;aU.x/; 1=4 < a < 1=3. By Proposition 2.2 and
Theorem A it is easy to see that .fVj g; ’/ forms an FMRA, with Vj VD spanfDjTn’gn.
For example, m.x/ can be chosen as m.x/ D p2 QA.x/ C .x/ QB.x/, where A VD
T−a=2; a=2U; B VD T−1=2;−aU [ Ta;1=2U; QA VD A C Z; QB VD B C Z, and  is an
arbitrary function in L2.T−1=2;−aU [ Ta;1=2U/. It is also easy to see that if n.x/ is a
1-periodic function satisfying O’.x/ D 1=p2n.x=2/ O’.x=2/, then n.x/ should be of the
same form as m.x/. We note that V0 D PWT−a;aU and V1 D PWT−2a;2aU, where PW
denotes a Paley–Wiener space such that PWK VD ff 2 L2.R/ : supp. Of /K Rg. Hence
W0 D V1	V0 D PWT−2a;−aU[Ta;2aU. Suppose there exists  2W0 whose integer translates
form a frame for W0. Then clearly supp. O /D T−2a;−aU[ Ta;2aU, and W0 D ff : Of .x/D
c.x/ O .x/; c 2 L2.T−1=2;1=2U/, 1-periodicg. Since MT−2a;−aU[Ta;2aU 2 PWT−2a;−aU[Ta;2aU,
there exists a 1-periodic function c.x/ such that T−2a;−aU[Ta;2aU.x/ D c.x/ O .x/. Notice
that T−2a;2a − 1U  T−2a;−aU [ Ta;2aU and T−2a;2a − 1U C 1 D T−2a C 1;2aU 
T−2a;−aU [ Ta;2aU, since a < 1=3. Hence c.x/ D 1= O .x/ D c.x C 1/ D 1= O .x C 1/
on T−2a;2a − 1U. Let Of .s/ VD T−2a;2a−1U.x/ − T−2aC1;2aU.x/. Since f 2 W0, there
exists a 1-periodic function b.x/ such that Of .x/D b.x/ O .x/. If x 2 T−2a;2a − 1U, then
1 D Of .x/ D b.x/ O .x/D b.x C 1/ O .x C 1/ D Of .x C 1/ D −1. This contradiction shows
that W0 admits no frames consisting of the integer translates of a single function.
3. MAIN THEOREMS
Suppose that .fVj gj2Z; ’/ is an FMRA. Then ’ 2 V0 D spanfTk’ : k 2 Zg. Since
DT2k D TkD for each k 2 Z, we see that V1 D D.V0/ D spanfDTk’ : k 2 Zg D
spanfTkD’;TlDT ’ : k; l 2 Zg. Hence V0 D S.f’g/ and V1 D S.fD’;DT ’g/. Since
fTk’ : k 2 Zg is a frame for V0, so is fTkD’;TlDT ’ : k; l 2 Zg for V1. Hence the length
of the FSI space V1 is at most 2. Since ’ 2 V1, there exists m 2 L2.T/ such that
O’.x/ D 1=p2m.x=2/ O’.x=2/. Such m is, in general, not unique, since ’ is assumed to
generate a frame, not a Riesz basis. By applying shift-invariant subspace theory we are
going to characterizeW0 VD V1 	 V0.
Note that .DT ’/^.x/D 1=p2e−ix O’.x=2/. By Proposition 2.3, we see that
OV1kx D spanf.D’/k^x; .DT ’/k^xg
D span
(
O’

x − k
2

k2Z
;

e−ixeik O’

x − k
2

k2Z
)
;
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OV0kx D span
(
m

x − k
2

O’

x − k
2

k2Z
)
:
Fix x 2 T and let a VD ax VD . O’.x=2 − k=2//k2Z 2 ‘2.Z/. We introduce the following
notations:
ae.k/ VD

a.k/; if k is even,
0; if k is odd.
ao.k/ VD

0; if k is even,
a.k/; if k is odd.
Then a D ae C ao. Moreover, the two vectors ae and ao are orthogonal, i.e., hae; aoi‘2 D 0.
Let b VD bx VD ..−1/ke−ix O’.x=2− k=2//k2Z D e−ixae − e−ixao. Notice that OV1kx D
spanfa; bg D spanfae; aog. This shows that
.V1/D fx 2 T : dim OV1kx 6D 0g
D
(
x 2 T :
X
k2Z
 O’x2 − k
2 6D 0 or X
k2Z
 O’x − 12 − k
2 6D 0
)
: (3.1)
Let c VD cxo D .m.x=2− k=2/ O’.x=2− k=2//k2Z; me VDm.x=2/, andmo VDm.x=2− 1=2/.
Then OV0kx D spanfcg D spanfmeaeCmoaog by the 1-periodicity ofm. We now characterize
OW0kx VD OV1kx 	 OV0kx . First, let us introduce some notations for the sake of convenience.
12 VD fx 2 T : dim OV1kx D 2g
D
(
x 2 T :
X
k2Z
 O’x2 − k
2 6D 0 and X
k2Z
 O’x − 12 − k
2 6D 0
)
; (3.2)
11 VD fx 2 T : dim OV1kx D 1g
D
(
x 2 T : one of
X
k2Z
 O’x2 − k
2 and
X
k2Z
 O’x − 12 − k
2 is 0 and the other not 0
)
:
Then obviously .V0/ .V1/D12 ]11, where ] denotes the disjoint union.
Now suppose x 2 12. If me D mo D 0, then OV0kx D f0g. Then OW0kx D OV1kx is
2-dimensional. In this case W0 is not principal. For if it is principal, then OW0kx should
be 1 or 0 dimensional depending on whether x 2 .W0/ or not. Hence we have shown:
LEMMA 3.1. Let E VD fx 2 12 :m.x=2/ D m.x=2 − 1=2/ D 0g. If jEj > 0 then W0
is not principal, where jEj denotes the Lebesgue measure of E. In particular, there is no
 2W0 such that W0 D S.f g/.
Suppose that jEj D 0. We are going to construct  2W0 such that W0 D S.f g/ and
fTk : k 2 Zg is a frame for W0. We do this by constructing . O .x − k//k2Z 2 OW0kx for
x 2 TD .T n .V1// ]12 ]11.
First, let x 2 T n .V1/. Then OV1kx D 0. So OW0kx D 0. We let . O .x − k//k2Z VD 0 for
x 2 T n .V1/. That is, we define O .x/ VD 0 for x 2 .T n .V1//CZ.
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Second, let x 2 12. Since jEj D 0, dim OV0kx D 1. So dim OW0kx D 1. By inspection,
OW0kx D OV1kx 	 OV0kx D spanfSmokaok2‘2ae − Smekaek2‘2aog. First, let us define
. O .x − k//k2Z VD eixSmokaok2‘2ae − eixSmekaek2‘2ao 2 OW0kx :
Then for each k 2 Z,
O .x − .2k//D eixSm

x − 1
2
 X
l2Z
 O’x − 12 − l
2
!
O’

x
2
− 2k
2

:
O .x − .2k C 1//D−eixSm

x
2
 X
l2Z
 O’x2 − l
2
!
O’

x
2
− 2kC 1
2

:
Hence for each k 2 Z,
O .x − k/D e2i.x−k/=2Sm

x − k − 1
2
 X
l2Z
 O’x − k − 12 − l
2
!
O’

x − k
2

:
So for x 212 CZ, we define
O .x/ VD eixSm

x − 1
2
 X
l2Z
 O’x − 12 − l
2
!
O’

x
2

:
Third, let x 211 D .11 \ .V0//] .11 \ .V0/c/: If x 211 \ .V0/, then dim OV0kx D
1. So OW0kx D 0. For those x , we define . O .x − k//k2Z VD 0. That is, O .x/ VD 0 for x 2
.11 \ .V0//CZ. If, on the other hand, x 211 \ .V0/c, dim OV0kx D 0. So OW0kx D OV1kx .
In this case, dimspanfae; aog D 1. Since ae and ao are orthogonal, one of them is zero, and
the other not zero. In this case, define . O .x − k//k2Z VD ae C ao. This amounts to defining
O .x/D O’.x=2/ for x 2 .11 \ .V0/c/CZ.
To summarize all these, we define  via O .x/ VD n.x/ O’.x=2/,
n.x/ VD
8>>>><>>>>:
eixSm

x − 1
2
X
l2Z
 O’x − 12 − l
2; if x 212 CZ;
1; if x 2 .11 \ .V0/c/CZ,
0; otherwise.
(3.3)
Then n 2 L2.T/ by Theorem A. We show that n 2 L1.T/, which implies that  2
L2.R/. First, we need a lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. If jEj D 0, then x 212 implies that x; x=2, and x=2− 1=2 are in .V0/.
Proof. Recall x 2 12 if and only if dim spanfae; aog D 2. Since kaek2‘2.Z/ D
P
k2Z
j O’.x=2− k/j2 and since kaok2‘2.Z/ D
P
k2Z j O’..x − 1/=2− k/j2; x=2 and .x − 1/=2 are in
.V0/. Notice thatX
k2Z
j O’.x − k/j2 D 1
2
mx2
2X
k2Z
 O’x2 − k
2
C 1
2
mx − 12
2X
k2Z
 O’x − 12 − k
2: (3.4)
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If x 212 and jEj D 0, then the right-hand side of (3.4) is not zero. Hence x 2 .V0/.
Suppose x 212 and jEj D 0. Then by Lemma 3.2, Theorem A, and (3.4) jm.x=2/j2 C
jm..x − 1/=2/j2  2.B=A/. Hence n 2 L1.T/ and  2 L2.R/. Now from our previous
construction of  OW0kx D spanf O kxg for a.e. x 2 T. Hence by Proposition 2.3 we have
shown that:
LEMMA 3.3. If jEj D 0, then W0 is principal.
We are going to show that fTk : k 2 Zg is a frame for W0 by applying Theorem A.
Notice that .W0/D12 ] .11 \ .V0/c/. We now estimate Pk2Z j O .x− k/j2 on .W0/.
For a.e. x 212, we see thatX
k2Z
j O .x − k/j2 D
X
k2Z
mx − 1− k2
2
 X
l2Z
 O’x − k − 12 − l
2
! O’x − k2
2
D
mx − 12
2
 X
l2Z
 O’x − 12 − l
2
! X
k2Z
 O’x2 − k
2
!
C
mx2
2
 X
l2Z
 O’x2 − l
2
! X
k2Z
 O’x − 12 − k
2
!
: (3.5)
By Lemma 3.2 and Theorem A there exist positive constants A and B such that for a.e.
x 212,
A
X
k2Z
 O’x2 − k
2 B; (3.6)
A
X
k2Z
 O’x − 12 − k
2  B; (3.7)
A
X
k2Z
j O’.x − k/j2  B: (3.8)
Putting (3.4) and (3.6)–(3.8) into (3.5) yields that for a.e. x 212,
2A2 
X
k2Z
j O .x − k/j2  2B2:
Now consider the remaining x 2 .W0/, i.e., x 2 11 \ .V0/c. In this case O .x/ D
O’.x=2/. Recall that x 2 11 implies that ae or ao is not zero, which also implies that
either x=2 or .x − 1/=2 is in .V0/. Hence for those x , A  Pk2Z j O .x − k/j2 DP
k2Z j O’.x=2− k/j2 C
P
k2Z j O’..x − 1/=2− k/j2  B for some positive constants A and
B not depending on x . Hence fTk : k 2 Zg is a frame for W0 by Theorem A.
We have shown that the existence of a wavelet in W0 is equivalent to the condition that
jEj D 0. We now give other equivalent conditions. First, we show that the condition that
jEj D 0 is independent of m.
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose E VD Em has Lebesgue measure zero. Let m1 be another
element of L2.T/ satisfying O’.x/D 1=p2m1.x=2/ O’.x=2/. Then jEm1 j D 0, where Em1 VD
fx 212 :m1.x=2/Dm1.x=2− 1=2/D 0g.
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Proof. Lemma 3.2 implies that for a.e. x 2 12, the left-hand side of (3.4) with m
replaced by m1 is nonzero. Hence either m1.x=2/ or m1.x=2− 1=2/ is nonzero.
Therefore, in order to check the condition that jEj D 0 we may use, essentially, any
two-scale relation filter m, since all we are concerned about is whether jEj is zero or not.
The following corollary provides us another equivalent condition of jEj D 0.
COROLLARY 3.5. If jEj D 0, then for a.e. x 212,
2
A
B

mx2
2 C mx − 12
2  2BA:
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2 by putting (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) into (3.4).
The converse of the above corollary trivially holds.
What has been established so far in this section can be summarized in the following
main theorem:
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose .fVkgk2Z; ’/ is an FMRA. Let m be any element of L2.T/
satisfying O’.x/ D 1=p2m.x=2/ O’.x=2/. Then there exists a wavelet  2 W0 VD V1 	 V0
such that fTk : k 2 Zg is a frame forW0 (whence fDjTk : j; k 2 Zg is a frame for L2.R/)
if and only if any one of the following equivalent conditions is satisfied:
(1) m.x=2/ and m.x=2− 1=2/ are not simultaneously zero a.e. x 212;
(2) There exist positive constants A and B such that for a.e. x 212,
A
mx2
2 C mx − 12
2  B;
where 12 VD fx 2 T : dim OV1kx D 2g.
In this case, a wavelet  can be defined as in (3.3).
Remark 3.7. It is well known that if fTk’ : k 2 Zg is a Riesz basis for V0, then there is
unique m 2 L2.T/ with jEj D 0 (for example, [7, Proposition 12]). Moreover,12 D T [3,
Theorem 3.20]. Hence in this case there exists a wavelet  2W0 such that fTk : k 2 Zg
is a frame for W0. In this case, moreover, .W0/ D T. So the frame is a Riesz basis by
Corollary 2.22 of [3]. Hence fDjTk : j; k 2 Zg is a Riesz basis for L2.R/. Suppose,
moreover, that fTk’ : k 2 Zg is an orthonormal basis for V0. Then the defining formula
for  in the above theorem reduces to the classical orthonormal wavelet construction [5,
Theorem 5.1.1], since in this case Pk j O’.x − k/j2 D 1 a.e. x 2 T [5, p. 132, Equation
(5.1.19)]. Hence our theorem is a generalization of the well-known results.
Remark 3.8. Let us scrutinize Example 2.4 in Section 2. It is easy to see that 12 D
T−1=2;2a− 1/[ .1− 2a;1=2U. m.x=2/D 0 if and only if x 2 T−1=2;−aU [ Ta;1=2U and
m.x=2−1=2/D 0 if and only if x 2 T−1=2;2a−1U[ T1−2a;1=2U. We assumed that .x/
is nonzero everywhere, since the fewer zerosm has, the more likely that E is empty. But in
this case E D T−1=2;2a− 1U [ T1− 2a;1=2U has positive measure, since 1=4< a < 1=3.
By Theorem D there exists 9 W0 whose integer translates form a frame for W0. We
now construct explicitly  1 and  2 such that fTk 1; Tl 2 : k; l 2 Zg is a frame for W0 in
the case jEj> 0.
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Notice that .W0/ D .12 \ .V0// ] .12 \ .V0/c/ ] .11 \ .V0/c/ and that on
.12 \ .V0//] .11 \ .V0/c/ dim OW0kx D 1 and on 12 \ .V0/c dim OW0kx D 2.
Inspired by the above construction of  we define O i.x/ VD ni.x/ O’.x=2/ for i D 1;2 via
n1.x/ VD
8>>>>>><>>>>>:
eixSm

x − 1
2
X
l2Z
 O’x − 12 − l
2; if x 2 .12 \ .V0//CZ,
1; if x 2 .12 \ .V0/c/CZ,
1; if x 2 .11 \ .V0/c/CZ,
0; otherwise.
(3.9)
n2.x/ VD

eix; if x 2 .12 \ .V0/c/CZ;
0; otherwise.
(3.10)
Then by a routine argument, we see that W0 D S.f 1; 2g/. For example, for x 2
12 \ .V0/c O 1kx D . O’..x − k/=2//k2Z and O 2kx D eix.e−ik O’..x − k/=2//k2Z. Hence
spanf O 1kx; O 2kxg D OV1kx D OW0kx .
We now show that fTk 1; Tk 2 : k 2 Zg is a frame for W0 by applying Theorem B. Let
G.x/ be the matrix formed by  1 and  2 as in Theorem B. Let x 212 \ .V0/. Then
G.x/D
 X
k2Z
j O 1.x − k/j2 0
0 0
!
:
So C.x/ D 3.x/ DPk2Z j O 1.x − k/j2. Recall that  1 is the same as  in (3.5) for
x 212\.V0/. Moreover, if x 212\.V0/, then (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) hold by (3.2) and
Theorem A. Hence A C.x/D3.x/ B for some positive constants independent of x .
Let x 211 \ .V0/c . Then
G.x/D
0@X
k2Z
 O’x − k2
2 0
0 0
1A :
So C.x/D3.x/DPk2Z j O’.x−k2 /j2 DPk2Z j O’.x2 − k/j2 CPk2Z j O’.x−12 − k/j2: Recall
that x 211, implies that x=2 or .x−1/=22 .V0/ by (3.2). HenceA C.x/D3.x/ B
for some positive constants independent of x .
Finally, let x 212 \ .V0/c. Then
G.x/D
0BBB@
X
k2Z
 O’x − k2
2 0
0
X
k2Z
 O’x − k2
2
1CCCA :
Again C.x/ D 3.x/ D Pk2Z j O’.x−k2 /j2 D Pk2Z j O’.x2 − k/j2 CPk2Z j O’.x−12 − k/j2:
Recall x 2 12 implies that x=2 and .x − 1/=2 2 .V0/. Hence A  C.x/ D 3.x/  B
for some positive constants independent of x . By Theorem B the family of the integer
translates of  1 and  2 is a frame for W0.
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THEOREM 3.9. Suppose a frame MRA .fVkgk2Z; ’/ is given. If we define  1 and
 2 as in (3.9) and (3.10), then fTk i : k 2 Z; i D 1;2g is a frame for W0, whence
fDjTk i : k; j 2 Z; i D 1;2g a frame for L2.R/.
EXAMPLE 3.10. Suppose that we are given an FMRA as in Example 2.4. We
construct  1 and  2 as in (3.9) and (3.10). Notice that, for 1=4 < a < 1=3, 12 D
T−1=2;2a − 1/ [ .1 − 2a;1=2U;  .V0/ D T−a; aU; 11 D T2a − 1;1 − 2aU; O’.x/ D
T−a;aU; O’.x=2/ D T−2a;2aU, and Pk2Z j O’.x − k/j2 D T−a;aUCZ. It is routine to see thatO 1.x/D T−2a;a/[.a;2aU.x/ and O 2.x/D eixT−2a;2a−1/[.1−2a;2aU.x/.
Note added in proof. After we had submitted our manuscript we became aware that
Benedetto and Treiber proved that Condition (2) in Theorem 3.6 is a necessary and
sufficient condition for an FMRA to have an single frame wavelet [2, Theorem 4.11]. Their
proof did not use shift-invariant subspace theory, and their construction of a frame wavelet
is buried in the proof. They do not mention the existence of a frame wavelet set consisting
of two elements when the FMRA does not admit a single wavelet.
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